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STOR-H has set up in Beijing!

In recent years, as the greenhouse effect continues to expand and as extreme weather
intensifies, countries around the world are under pressure to achieve their Carbon Neutrality
targets. As one of the major carbon emitting countries, China has been establishing practical
new energy policies and plans since 2015 which were reaffirmed at COP26 in Glasgow. The
immediate consequence is the increase of applications using hydrogen such as mobility.

STOR-H, the pioneer of hydrogen mobility services, has been considering China as a future
major player from the beginning. After several years of research and fieldwork on the Chinese
market, STOR-H China was officially incorporated this month in Beijing, the political and
cultural center of China, to show its determination and ambition to successfully deploy in
China. The Chinese name of the company is "斯 道氢行科 技", which means “Hydrogen
Mobility Technologies”.
STOR-H plans to work in depth with local actors and jointly build large-scale hydrogen mobility
demonstration areas in several cities to support the local governments to deploy their new
energy schemes, thus helping create a cleaner future for China and the planet.
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Launch of the STOR-H ICONA moped named "HYMONT - dream of hydrogen" at CIIE 2021 in Shanghai

In 2021, STOR-H had a fruitful year in China. In addition to local actions, STOR-H, as a Swiss
company, also joined the Swiss Chinese Chamber of Commerce (SwissCham China). As the
only recognized Swiss business and trade association officially registered in Mainland China,
SwissCham’s main goal is to gather on a common platform all actors of the Sino-Swiss business
community in order to strengthen the economic bonds between the two countries, stimulate
interactions, and develop business opportunities.

By being an official member, STOR-H works with SwissCham’s network and resources to
explore opportunities with Chinese and Swiss businesses, investment and industrial
companies, and thus accelerates its China deployment. With the support of Swiss authorities,
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STOR-H will actively drive its hydrogen ecosystem landing plan in China, and provide a simple,
safe, integrated and user-oriented solution for urban hydrogen mobility.

About STOR-H Technologies
Founded in 2017, STOR-H Technologies SA is a spin-off of AAQIUS that offers an "ALLIN-ONE" green hydrogen mobility service. The hydrogen cartridges can be recharged
at home with the STOR-H HOME CHARGER and can also be exchanged for full ones at
intelligently placed vending machines in the city, thus providing unlimited range with
zero recharging time. STOR-H provides an "ALL-IN-ONE" service on a monthly
subscription basis to companies, local governments and individuals. This service
includes vehicle leasing (bike, scooter, car), unlimited energy access, insurance and
maintenance services, all integrated into a mobile application that allows users to
manage their fleet with “one-click”. STOR-H makes hydrogen mobility simple and
accessible to everyone, everywhere, all the time.
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